SS17

HOME TEXTILE

H DÉCO PORCELAIN

OBJECTS

TABLEWARE

NEW TERRITORIES

DESIGN / INSPIRATION


An expansion of the tea-time porcelain collection H Déco launched in 2014 to turn it into a
complete dinner service



With its contemporary profile, H Déco prooves its sharp elegance, with the black and white
designs of Benoît-Pierre Emery



Borders, scales and interlacings around the “Hermès Lift” inspired H Déco, a very Parisian
porcelain collection



Art Déco architectural elements adorning the iconic Parisian stores, which became strong
Hermès codes: ironworks from the 24 Faubourg and the store of Sèvres, details from the Lift,
“Grecque” pattern, guilloches ornament featured on a box from the Emile Hermès private
collection

FEATURES & CRAFTSMANSHIP



Complete service of 30 references (tableware and decoration)



Standard shapes



“Everyday use” and entry price (in line with Chaîne d’ancre bleu)



Gift sets to trigger gift purchases

KEY DATES


M&O Janv 2017



In-store launch: March 2017

CARE INSTRUCTIONS


Dishwasher safe (from 400 to 600 washes ie 8/10 years of “normal” every 2/3 days use)



Microwave safe except for the tart platter and the large round platter lined with hand applied
platinium

MADE IN


France
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H DÉCO THE RANGE

037001P *
Dinner plate
Ø 10.4 in

037063P *
Presentation plate
Ø 12.4 in

037015P
Breakfast cup
and saucer
12 fl oz

037018P
Teapot 6 pers.
30 fl oz

* Novelties SS17

037016P
Tea cup and saucer
5.6 fl oz

037035P
Teapot 2 pers.
18.3 fl oz

037013P *
Soup plate
Ø 8.6 in

037017P
Coffee cup
and saucer
3.2 fl oz

037007P
Dessert plate n°1
Ø 8.9 in

037031P
Mug n°1
10 fl oz

037131P *
Mug n°2
10 fl oz

037184P *
037084P *
037028P *
Large bowl
Medium bowl
Salad bowl
105.6 fl oz - Ø 9.8 in Ø 7.1 in - 38.7 fl oz Ø 4,9 in - 13 fl oz

037107P
Dessert plate n°2
Ø 8.5 in

037020P
Sugar bowl
2 x 2 x 2.8 in

037087P
Coaster
Ø 5.1 in

037012P *
037112P *
Bread and
Bread and
butter plate n°1 butter plate n°2
Ø 5.5 in
Ø 5.5 in

037021P
Creamer
5 fl oz

037023P
Small coaster
Ø 2.4 in

037033P
037133P
Small cup n°1 Small cup n°2
2 fl oz
2 fl oz

037086P *
Soy dish
Ø 4 in

037088P *
Soup spoon
5.5 in

037135P *
Set of
2 Mugs (n°1 and n°2)
037034P
Set of 6 small cups
037022P
Tart platter
Ø 12.4 in

037050P *
Medium oval platter
16.5 in

037026P *
Round deep platter
Ø 11.6 in

037051P
Large round platter
Ø 17.3 in

037090P
1H Change tray
8.3 x 6.7 in

037316P
Set of a teapot 6 pers. and
2 tea cups and saucers
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INTERVALLE CRYSTAL

NEW TERRITORIES

DESIGN / INSPIRATION


This range of crystal designed by Pierre Charpin reformulates the diamond cut through a
mathematical play on the x and y axes, enlarging the intervals, for a renewed clarity.

FEATURES & CRAFTSMANSHIP
Intervalle is composed of 4 essential pieces to accompany our tableware collections including
a stemmed glass, a champagne flute, a tumbler and a highball in clear crystal



010250P
Stemmed glass
10.9 fl oz - H 6.7 in

010251P
Champagne flute
8.8 fl oz - H 8.3 in

KEY DATES


M&O Janv 2017



In-store launch: April 2017

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

010252P
Tumbler
8.5 fl oz - H 3.5 in

010253P
Highball
13.5 fl oz - H 5.3 in



If using of dishwasher, select a moderate-temperature programme, use a small amount of
dishwashing powder and make sure there is enough space between products



Cleaning by hand with a soft sponge and gentle dishwashing liquid is recommended



Avoid contact between pieces and to pile glasses on top of each other

MADE IN


France
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CARNETS D’ÉQUATEUR GOLD PORCELAIN

038116P
Tea cup and saucer gold
7 fl oz

TABLEWARE

NEW TERRITORIES

DESIGN / INSPIRATION

038117P
Coffee cup and saucer gold
3.5 fl oz



As a precious interlude, Carnets d’Équateur cups and bowls are adorned with 24-carat gold



Cups, bowls and saucers are adorned with 24-carat matt gold to become an exceptional
range

FEATURES & CRAFTSMANSHIP


Short service of 5 references (decorative pieces)



A 24 carat mat gold coating inside the bowls, cups and on the saucer, hand painted and
polished (with fine sand and a humid duster)



Standard and adapted shapes



24 soft and powdery colors

KEY DATES

038485P
Medium bowl « Birds » gold
Ø 4,7 in
13.5 fl oz

038286P
Medium bowl « Felines » gold
Ø 4,7 in
13.5 fl oz

038385P
Small bowl glod
Ø 3,7 in
7.1 fl oz



M&O Janv 2017



In-store launch: April 2017

CARE INSTRUCTIONS


Gilded surfaces are susceptible to scratch damage due to the delicacy and carat content of
the gold. It is normal for this exceptional piece to show small wear marks and for the gold to
show a natural patina. If needed, use silver polish in moderation to soften them.

MADE IN


France

